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Tuesday, September 11th, 2001
The sky is blue, the wind is blowing
People walking, smiles showing
The day starts as usual, but it has just begun

At 8:46 the North Tower was hit
Crash 
Shock 
Disbelief

At 9:03 the South Tower was hit
Horror
Realization
Panic

At 9:59 the South Tower fell
Shattering 
Running
Screaming

At 10:28 the North Tower fell
Crying
Coughing
Chaos

Sacrifices made, big and small
Heroes going back to try and save all
Others gave up their spot for evacuation
These sacrifices all led to the shape of our nation

The Port Authority entered with no hesitation
We admire their bravery and obligation
First responders made the ultimate sacrifice 
To save innocent people’s lives 

People lined up endlessly on Church Street
To volunteer for an impossible feat
Fire Fighters attempted to quench the flames
They heroically ran inside burning frames



Not only were the twin towers hit
Other terrorists stormed a plane’s cockpit
Ironically, on September 11th, 1941 
Construction on the Pentagon had just begun

Five hijackers using flight 77 as a weapon 
Aimed for the Pentagon in Arlington, Virginia
The roar of the plane was heard low overhead
Thousands looked up with a sense of dread

At 09:37 a plane crashed into the western wall
All of a sudden people started to bawl
The plane rent the side of the building
And people heard the horrid news with eyes grief-filling

A fourth plane was hijacked, Flight 93
On a course to crash into Washington D.C. 
The passengers chose to fight without hesitation
Instead of holding back, they helped save our nation
 
Last calls to loved ones and family were made
Whose priceless memories will never ever fade
The courageous passengers refused to yield
As the plane crashed into a Pennsylvania field 

Many lost their lives that day
Terrorism ripped people's loved ones away
They thought they could make America surrender
But they really just brought us closer together

We remember on this tragic day
Everyone who died in horrific ways
Memorials stand across our land
Our nation heals with God’s helping hand 

So many lives we lost that heartrending day
Because of Christ’s sacrifice, many now in heaven lay
We now know they are in a better place 
Which shows us God's amazing grace

We gather today so we will never forget
To honor those our country owes a great debt
We’ll remember everyone who died
And we’ll be thankful for those who survived


